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Wednesday the 18th of April was an Experiential Learning Day. This is a day where students are 

exposed to one of their academic subjects in a whole new, interesting way, outside of the classroom. 

It takes you out of your comfort zone and allows you to gain a fresh perspective and completely 

different and unique outlook on the topic. That is exactly what we did and I can assure you, it was a 

day to remember.  

This year the Grade 9’s went on a Township Tour across Knysna.  Our subject was HSS: Human Social 

Sciences, a rich and fascinating combination of geography and history. We saw a multitude of 

animals in the locations, from dogs to cats to pigs, cows, chickens and yes, even donkeys! We were 

studying the levels of development, the resources available to these people and, as we could see by 

some of the undernourished creatures listed above, their animals, their standard of living compared 

to ours, their economic development as well as their environmental sustainability. We took pictures 

of these various factors and were assigned a Photographic Journal Project to be created in pairs to 

analyse what we had witnessed and to plan solutions. 

We were utterly amazed at what we saw. This was a truly eye-opening experience. To see all these 

people going about their daily routines and how drastic their living conditions are. Our hearts were 

touched to the core as we tried to get our minds to fully comprehend how privileged we are and 

how much we truly have to be grateful for. Wednesday the 18th was an awe-inspiring balance of an 

emotional journey and an amazing learning opportunity that only the astounding quality of Oakhill 

could produce.  The Grade 9’s realised that it is up to each and every one of us to be the change we 

want to see in the world. 

Experiential Learning Day was exactly that: an experience we could never forget. 


